
Ma, John

From: Ma, John
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 12:37 PM
To: 'hou chunlin'
Subject: RE: About the PCS tank.

Chunlin:

Remember the first paper that I gave it to you, which was written by G.W. Housner and I told you that was the
most important concept and method for water tank design subjected to dynamic loads. That concept was
fundamental to all water tank design methods later developed by others. The Housner's concept and method
is to use a portion of the water mass (%) in the tank to be rigidly lumped with the structure that supports the
tank for the SSI analysis, and the remaining (balance) portion of the water mass with a spring for sloshing
analysis. In answering your question, I would say that Housner's concept and method are applicable for both
types of geometry that you described. However, the percentage of water mass (%) to be used for SSI analysis
and sloshing analysis would be different for the two different geometrical tanks.

(b)(6)
From: hou chunlin]
Sent: Monday, Mayr17, 2010 9:21 PM
To: Ma, John
Subject: Re: About the PCS tank.
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"Torsional" )'j " Toroidal" .
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On Mon, May 17, 2010 at 11:55 PM, Ma, John <John. Ma@nrc. gov> wrote:

Chunli n:

The PCS tank is a hollow cyl indrical shaped tank, but the bottom of the tank is slopped to match
the slope of' the shield huilding roof'. T'he geometry of the tank does not create
4torsion" . Therefore, .1 do not understand your description of' a "torsional" tank. Al so, f do

not understand your "eol]umn" tank either. Please re-write your question in Chinese so that .I
may he able to understand the problem that you have and what you want. from me. Your English was
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good whilIe you were here a month ago in the Uni ted States, and is bad now while you are in China
(just a joke for a laugh).

From: hou chunlin [mailtof6)_Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2ý+@ 3:12 AM
To: Ma, John
Subject: About the PCS tank.

U'7.

Teacher Ma:

When I back to NNSA/NSC, I did wake up to that the PCS tank of APlO00 is torsional tank,
not the column tank.

For the torsional tank, the core of this geometry is empty, but the geometry in the
meddle of the column is solid, So I think that the two calculating methods for the
torsional and column tank are different. Do you think that? When I stayed in NRC, you
had suggested me some documents just on the column tank.

I really could not solve this issue, Please help me.

Thanks a lot.

Chunlin

Siting and structure division
Nuclear and Radiation Safety Centre
Ministry of environment" rotection of the People's Repblic of China.

Cell Phone:
Tel : +86 - 10 - 82212616
Fax +86 -10 - 62257804

NRC/NRO/DE/SEB1
Tel :301-415-5480
(North Bethsda, Maryland, US)
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